AL-QUSOOR AL-OTHMANIYA
MARBLE & GRANITE

Sourcing Marble and Natural Stone is considered challenging and
arduous to attain, therefore, Al-Qusoor Al-Othmaniya has adopted with
a unique strategy which made it the best partner for assistance.
Aiming to attain perfection reaps us an exceptional piece of art each
time, with highly qualified team under the local management drives
dedication and creativity which crown us as first choice in the State of
Qatar.
‘PR EC I SION TO PERFECTION ’

FROM MD's Desk

Possessing the array from high-end marble slabs to hand-crafted
accessories, AL-Qusoor AL-Othmaniya is one of a kind in this field. Started
as a service provider in 2011 and ever since, our commitment to quality,
strategic-planning and customer-satisfaction have brought us to the
trustworthy lateral of the field. Today, we are having a wide range of
products made out of marble and natural stone. The steady growth
throughout the years is attributed to our ability to overcome the market
challenges and shape as per our clients’ demand.
Our influential skill is the well-trained employees who are self-driven,
inspired and dynamic. Aiming towards prosperity and success, we thrive to
advance our efforts and creations to remain as the first choice.

Capt. HASSAN ALI AL-BOAININ
FOUNDER & DIRECTOR

In 2011, Capt. Hassan Al-Boainin formed Al-Qusoor Al-Othmaniya to focus on
Marble products and services. Started as a service provider, installing Marble and
Tiles to prestigious projects such as malls, hotels, and high raise buildings. Driven
by passion and commitment to quality, it made its way to be a unique supplier
of a wide range of Natural Stone products and services.

Delivering Natural Stone products and services that fulfil the market’s
demand and exceeds the customer’s expectation.

To become the contractor of choice for any Natural Stone project and be
part of the construction renaissance our country is witnessing.

Some of OUR Projects

PRODUCTS

Marble is a luxorious metamorphic rock composed of
recrystallized carbonate minerals which gives it its colors, vines
and characteristics.

Onyx is a gorgeous variety of oxide mineral chalcedony stone
that glows into a beautiful radiant surface when exposed to
light, used in decoration of countertops and walls.

Travertine is a form of limestone which has a fibrous or
concentric appearance that exists in white, tan, cream and
even rusty colors.

Granite is a hard-igneous rock formation of crystalline
textures formed of quartz or microcline and available in
many textures.

Home Accessories
Hand-crafted marble accessories carefully made into vases,
tables, sinks, kitchenware, bathroom accessories, candle-holders
or even gift items.

Mosaic Art Work
Hand-made mosaic art which converts any scene, celebrity or
photo into a marble mosaic that could be hanged on a wall or
merged into the floor.

Artificial Stone
Artificial marble is a mix of marble powder, resin and pigment
cast by vacuum oscillation, it has a nice gloss, high-strength
and low water-absorption.
Stone veneer
Thin sheet of natural stone which can give a building, wall or
any piece of furniture an exceptional appearance which it never
possessed before.

The right design is the key behind a beautiful and cost-effective
project. Al-Qusoor Al-Othmaniya possesses a team of designers
who are capable to make your dream comes true.

From Italy, Spain, Greece, Turkey and many other countries, we
import marble from trustworthy suppliers who make us the
most cost-effective supply chain in the state of Qatar.

Installed more than 1,000,000 square meters throughout our
journey, our quality-work and dedication have attracted many
owners and contractors to choose us by name.

Polishing
The touch of perfection is attained by the right polish and
surface treatment, the right combination of man, machine and
chemical is our secret for having a masterpiece each time.

Floor Protection
When it comes to surface protection, we provide a variety of
solutions that protect your floors from scratchs and damages
by using the finest materials and techniques.

MAintenance
Another trustworthy service is the surface maintenance, it could
be floor, wall or staircase. Repairing cracks, treating scratches and
restoring the original look of the surface.

Showroom

project highlights

BBI-Midmac-Al Jaber JV

KEO

Tiles Installation

HBK

AEB

Marble Installation

Regent Hotel

Ramco

AEB

Marble & Tiles

Viva Bahriya

Afqco

AEB

Marble & Tiles

Barzan Camp

Redco-Gulf Ceramic

KEO

Marble Installation

Bin Samikh Tower

Harinsa Qatar

AEB

Marble & Tiles

Al-Ghanim Towers

Ramco

AEB

Mechanical Marble

Marwa Tower

Afqco

KEO

Marble & Granite

Porto Arabia

Afqco

KEO

Marble & Vanities

HLG - Dar Al Rokham

Thomas PC

Mechanical Marble

Al-Thuriya Tower

Al-Bandary Eng

D.Al-Emara

Tiles Installation

Fox Hills

Al-Bandary Eng

Erga

Marble & Stairs

Doha Souq

Al-Bandary Eng

Adnan Safarini

Marble Inst. & Polish

CDC

AEB

Mechanical Granite

QSEC

AECOM

Tiles Installation

Doha Downtown

Hamad Bin Khalid

Eric Parry Arc

Tiles Installation

Al Waab Building

Golden Bay

Universal Design

Tiles Installation

Vendome Mall

CRC

SALFO and Associates SA

Marble & Granite

Beverly Hills

CRCC & BUCG JV

SALFO and Associates SA

Marble Installation

12 Villas Compound

SECC

Adnan Safarini

Granite Installation

Viva Bahriya – The Pearl

SECC

AEB

Marble Polishing

Qatar Rail

ALEC

FYAP

Marble Installation

Draieh Contracting

LACASA

Shapoorji Pallonji

Khatib and Alami

vivq bahriya 12 & 13

REDCO

SHAKER

Marble Installation

doha oasis

REDCO

AECOM

Kerbstone Installation

le mirage

REDCO

AEB

Granite Installation

Cities Construction

APG

Marble Polishing

Finar Decorations

PARSONS

QP District
Heart of Doha

North Gate Mall

Commercial Bank Tower
Doha New Port

Burj DAMAC
Q.University – Pharmacy.c

New office building
Lusail CP project

Tiles Installation
Supply

Granite Installation
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